Experience the planet’s beauty and natural diversity in the Conservatory’s biomes. More than 400 plant species are displayed in glass greenhouses representing different environments. From the arid deserts of the American Southwest to the hot and humid Amazon rainforest, visitors can explore these ecosystems in the heart of Ohio any time of year.

The Scotts Miracle-Gro Foundation Children’s Garden offers families active experiences in nature that are unique and memorable. With a focus on Ohio’s landscape and geology, the Children’s Garden showcases 16 garden galleries that nurture creativity, hands-on exploration and unstructured play.

The formal gardens of the Grand Mallway feature changing exhibitions and abundant perennial beds. The design of the John F. Wolfe Palm House, a Victorian-style glass greenhouse built in 1895, was influenced by the success of Chicago’s World Fair and Columbian Exposition in 1893 and inspired by the City Beautiful movement.

Enjoy freshly made salads, sandwiches, soups and desserts as well as a variety of snacks and beverages.

Find unique gifts with a botanical flair, seasonal plants, home décor and exhibition-related items.